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Health Cubes

Morale Cubes

Hunger Cubes

Completed tile counters

Melee Dice

D6 dice
used for mind and speed tests.
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Stat Cubes

Defence Dice
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HUNGER

Range Dice

STARTING ITEMS
Baseball Bat with Nails
Flare
Painkillers
Food x 4
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Starting/Max Morale =

Mutation (ignore empty scars)
1-2: no effect
3-4: you may turn.
5 : you immediately turn.

Pawns

SUPPLY

5

2

Inventory Cubes

Ammo Counters

EVENT & ACTIONS

Food Counters

SUPPLIES
Supply card front

EVENTS

SUPPLIES

5

ACTION
SUPPLIES

Action cards
Supply cards

Event cards

INVENTORY

Terrain type

TERRAIN

WEAPON

EQUIPMENT

STARTING ITEM

TERRAIN
TILES

Starting terrain tile

Starting Items

Equipment cards

SKILLS

Rewards by terrain type
eg. 1 food, 2 ammo if on mountain terrain

Terrain tiles

Weapons cards

FOLLOWERS

Number of Supply cards
rewarded on completion of card

Terrain type

SKILL

FOLLOWERS

Zones/Days
1 journey point each
on completion of Zone

Exit/Entry points
Followers

MUTANT SCARS & ACTIONS

Skills

ENCOUNTER CARDS

Mutation Scar cards
MUTATION SCARS

MINIONS

Mutant Minions

Human Minions
ENCOUNTERS

ENCOUNTERS

1

2

3

Encounter Level 01

Encounter Level 02

Encounter Level 03

MUTANT

Shows number and type
of minions, if any.

3
1

MUTATION

+

(Bolas)

Bolas
If this ranged attack hits it does no damage,
instead the opponent is reduced to 1 melee
die in the first round of melee against all
opponents in this combat.

Encounter card front

Mutant Action
Mutants draw a number of actions equal to their Intelligence.
They may play 1 per turn in the phase indicated.
During the mutant player phase they replenish up to their max.
If already at maximum you may swap 1.

Stat alteration once
mutated

WATCHER SLAVER TRAIN

3

Enemy Stats

MUTANT ACTION

MINIONS

ENCOUNTERS

3

Mutant Action cards

Additional
Damage thanks
to mutation

+ 1

1

Horns
Weapon
Roll an additional die in a
Charge! Action.

=
Rewards, if any, and only
if encounter successful.
Keep as XP if card has XP icon.

1

2

MUTANT ACTION

Attack!
Pick a player on the indicated terrain type.
Resolve 1 round of Melee combat
against them. You may use a single
weapon from your mutations. They
may shoot at you as normal. If they
cause damage equal to your strength
or more during shooting
the attack is over.
Wounds do not cause a scar.
After the round of combat is over
discard and play resumes.

Terrain on
which action
may be performed

POSTHUMAN

the character sheet and read the section below on character
creation.
Once characters have been assigned/created, fill the character sheet with the following:

GOAL
There are two ways of winning Posthuman: individually as a
human survivor or collectively as the mutants. You start off
the game as a human character and can opt, or be forced to
change to the mutant side as the game progresses.

Place the starting item cards for your pre-made character or
generated character to the right hand side of the character
sheet. Select one melee weapon and one ranged weapon
from those in your inventory at the start of the game (see
character creation below) and place them on the left of your
character. You may swap them around with other items in
your inventory any time before the first die roll in a combat is
rolled.

As a human survivor you win by reaching a community of
friendly humans living in a fortified town you have heard
rumors of. In game terms this means you successfully complete 10 journey points (see Game End and Winning for more
information) – that is, reaching the end of the journey point
track on your character sheet.

For pre-made characters use the same rules for acquiring
skills as for custom character and place them to the right of
the character sheet.

As a mutant your goal is to stop the humans from reaching
the survivor enclave and turning all human players into
mutants, or at least driving them into desperation and giving
up their journey. In the case of a mutant win, the last player
to turn does not share the win with the mutants. They have
lost the game.

Now take the relevant amount of food and ammo tokens.
Count up the number of inventory slots taken by your equipment and weapons and place the same number of cubes
(Grey) on your backpack.
Place a coloured disc corresponding to each player’s character on the common journey track.

SETTING UP

Place a stat marker cube (Wood) on each of your five stats as
indicated by the pre-made character or generated one.
Place a number of health cubes (Green) and morale cubes
(Orange) on the health and morale tracks. Finally fill your
hunger track with cubes (Red).
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Baseball bat with nails

Mutation (ignore empty scars)
1-2: no effect
3-4: you may turn.
5 : you immediately turn.
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WEAPONS

Play at any time out of combat.
Discard to heal

H
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Bandages

+ 3 hard / 5 easy

M

Cumulative with rest recovery.
Play at any time out of combat.

CHARACTER CREATION
You can either choose to play with the stock characters
provided with the game or create your own. Here’s how to
do that. Each player gets 10 development points to spend on
character stats and 7 food which can be used to exchange for
equipment.
Stats (Strength, Speed, Mind, Melee Skill, Shooting Skill)

Shuffle each pile of cards and lay them out next to each other
in the middle of the table. Take a “starting tile” and place it in
front of each player. Players also choose
a colour for their character pawn. Players
then choose to either play with a ready
made character or make their own. If
they choose ready made characters, roll
dice to see who selects first and then go
clockwise around the table and select
A starting tile with safe zone
one character from the pile. If players
choose to make their own characters use the reverse side of

Take 5 wood coloured cubes and place them on the 2nd
position on the track (stat value 2). The cost of increasing a
stat is the following:
Position 2 on the stat track – free (Starting position).
Position 3 on the stat track – 2 dev points.
Position 4 on the stat track - 3 dev points.
Position 5 on the stat track - 5 dev points.
(see example diagram overleaf)
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If no melee weapons were chosen each character automatically takes an improvised weapon card for free.
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STARTING PLAYER

Mutant players must also select what action they will try to
perform this turn. They do this by placing a Mutant Action
card face down in front of them. They do not, however reveal
what the action is until it comes into play (mutant actions
indicate when they can be played). Some mutant actions
require the mutant action card to match the terrain type the
player is on or some other condition. The mutant players
must thus try to figure out what the players will do in order to
be effective.

Roll dice to see who is nominated as first player. There is
no advantage to being first player. Play proceeds clockwise,
with each phase taken in turn. Some phases are worked out
simultaneously, others in player order.

THE GAME TURN
Each game turn consists of the following phases. Each phase
is resolved in the following order and manner:

CAMP

Event Resolution
Starting player only.
Eating 		
All players simultaneously.
Declare Action
All players simultaneously
Action (1 of the following per player):
• Camp:
All Players simultaneously.
• Foraging:
Players in clockwise order.
• Scouting:
Players in clockwise order.
• Movement, Exploration & Mutant Player action:
Human players in clockwise order. Mutants play their actions when the player they
target does theirs, if the action targets a player. Otherwise clockwise after humans.
Trade		
All players on the same terrain.

Camping allows players to regain
health and sometimes morale, use
skills alone or in a group.

CAMP

Players with the same tile terrain
type can party together if they
want. They may then trade or
use party-specific skills. Campspecific actions and equipment
may be used. Add +2 health at
the end of the camping phase.
Add a further +1 health or morale
if you are in a safehouse.

1

Players camping gain 2 health. If
they are camping in a safehouse they
gain an additional 1 health or 1 morale (their choice). Safehouses (Light Blue) are found in a zone or as the result of an
encounter, piece of equipment, event or as a special tile.
While camping in a safehouse characters gain +1 morale OR
+1 Health on top of their other increments. Characters in a
safehouse do not need to pay food during the Eating phase.
Any card that requires additional food still requires expenditure though.

END TURN
Players may only perform 1 action per turn: camp, forage or
move/explore. Encounter resolution and combat is part of
the movement phase. In addition to this action all players
may trade with each other (see trade rules below).

If two or more players are on the same type of terrain tile (the

We will now look at each of these phases in more detail.

EVENT RESOLUTION
At the start of each turn, the starting player draws an event
card and reads it out. Resolve the effects as they are described on the card.

number of zones can differ – only the terrain type has to
match, for example Urban with Urban etc), they may group
together. Players cannot group together on special tiles,
unless the tile specifies as much.

EATING
Every player that is not in a safehouse must eat every turn.
All players need
+1 to discard 1 food to be considered fed. They
STARTING ITEMS
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may choose not to eat,
even2if they
have
food.
In this
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3
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Players who group up may use skills and items that have an
effect on others.
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When a player is fed, replace a single cube back to the track.
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The effects of the remaining exposed squares on the track are
FORAGING
then suffered. So if aHEALTH
playerHhas gone
turns
2 unfed
3 425
6in7a row
8 9 10
and thus has 2 exposed squares and they eat, they will return Players can spend a turn searching
MORALE
a completed tile (one that has been
one hunger cube back,
but M
will still2
suffer
-1 morale
2
3 the
45
6 7 8 9 10
marked as such – see below) to gain
penalty of the first exposed square.
further supplies. The tile needs to be
HUNGER
one that yields supply cards in order
The hunger track. Uncover from right to left.
for foraging to take place. Draw a
DECLARE ACTION
single supply card. Only one supply card is drawn through
foraging, even if the tile being foraged has more than one
All human players take the Declare Action cards, and select
Supply symbol on it. When you forage a tile, flip the comone out of Camp, Forage, Scout and Move. Human players
then reveal them together and take the relevant action in the pleted counter over to indicate it’s been foraged. Once the
counter is flipped, the tile cannot be foraged again.
order described above.
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Take 1 supply card if the tile you
are on yields supply cards and
you have completed the tile.
You can only forage a completed
tile once.

Flip the explored counter over
to its foraged side when you forage.

M

5

SCOUT

Instead of moving the player can
spend a turn scouting the areas
around them. The player takes a
number of tiles equal to the number
of empty exits in the current tile then
places them any legal way.

Basically characters can move one zone (circle) at a time.
SCOUT

Draw a tile for every empty exit
on your current tile and place
the drawn tiles in any order and
rotation at the exits.
You do not explore the tiles
during this turn.

3

[Need diagram]

MUTANT PLAYERS

Mutant players now take their turn. They replenish their
mutant action cards up to their maximum (usually 3). Each
mutant player may now play a mutant action card. Only one
mutant action card may be played per turn, so if they intend
to play an action in a human player’s turn (indicated on the
card) they cannot play an action now. Refer to the mutant
player section below. Players who voluntarily turn mutant
do so in the mutant players phase – but they may not do
anything else this turn.

Exploration
The game-world is represented by square tiles depicting
different terrain and features. Each square is called a tile.
Tiles with a resource type icon on them (for example: ) are
called resource tiles. Each tile contains 1 to 3 zones indicated by the circles on the tile. The tile also indicates how many
supply cards are drawn when the
tile is fully traversed (completed).
This loot can only be collected
ONCE and only after all zones in
the tile have been traversed by
that player. Place a completed tile
marker on the tile to indicate it has
been explored. Completed markers
have two sides: a foragable and
foraged side.

MOVEMENT

If the player takes a movement action
they can do one of the following:

MOVE

Move one zone and resolve any
encounters. Or, if on a completed
tile, explore by drawing a tile.
You may then move into the
first zone or stay where you are.
Then resolve any encounters.

4

Once a tile has been completed and a marker placed on it,
the tile counts as having a single zone if the player needs to
travel through it again. The exits it has are still valid.

Explore (see Exploration) a new tile and (if the player wants)
move into the first zone of the respective tile. This can only be
done if the player has completed the tile they are on.

Terrain marker cards

Can be foraged

Cannot be foraged

The player picks up one of the face down tiles and places a
side with a road to connect with a road on the current tile.
If the player does not wish to enter the tile drawn they can
stay where they are, but their turn ends here.

OR
Move from the current zone to the
next zone on the same tile (zones
are sequential, marked by arrows).
Completed tiles always contain a
single zone.

DRAWING ENCOUNTER CARDS
Characters must draw a number of encounter cards indicated
by the zone they are moving into
Each figure on the relevant circle
signifies a single encounter card.
These can be combat encounters
that take you straight to battle or
narrative encounters that require
a decision from the player and/or
a test. If the zone triggers more
than a single encounter draw and
resolve each one individually (ie
draw one and resolve it without looking at subsequent ones).

Move from a completed tile into a
connected, tile. Always start on the
first zone of a new tile. The player
can move from one completed tile to another completed
one. The player cannot backtrack in a tile or go back to a
previous tile without first completing the tile. Thus completed tiles can only be re-entered from other completed tiles
(unless the player dies).

6

Encounters are drawn from one of 3 piles: Level 1, 2 and 3 encounters. Initially all players draw encounters from the level
1 pile. In order to move up on the journey track they need to
draw encounters from the level indicated on the next slot on
the journey track. Thus in order to enter the level 2 section
of the track, they need to draw level 2 encounters. However,
players may opt to not advance on the journey track and
draw encounters from their current position (in this case, 1).

Inventory
When you pick up an item card (be it equipment, weapon
or armour), you place that card in your hand. Your hand is
limited to 4 items. In order to use an item you must put it in
play. You can play a card at any time outside of combat (after
encounters are uncovered, but before any evade or combat
dice are rolled). Some items remain in play while others are
discarded. In either case, in order to use a card you must
have enough space in your backpack to do so. Each item has
a size value shown by the highlighted box or set of boxes
at the bottom right hand corner of the card. When you play
one of these items place the relevant amount of inventory
cubes in your backpack(s), even if the item is discarded after
use. You may thus not simply play a card from your hand and
discard it – you need to have the backpack space to use it.
Once a card is put in play, you cannot take it back into your
hand. If you receive items from a trade they must be put
in play and cannot go to your hand. You may trade items
directly from your hand. You can never have more inventory
cubes than backpack space. Any extra objects are discarded
immediately. Starting card items are removed from the game
when discarded.

Once they enter Level 2, they may not draw from the previous section (Level 1) again unless they drop down the
journey track.
Journey Points
When a player completes all the encounters in a new zone
(not a completed tile) they move their journey point marker
one up the track, as long as they drew encounters of the
same level as the position on the journey track they are
about to enter. Each completed circle grants one (1) journey
point.
Certain zones, called dead zones (Dark Gray), do not grant
journey points.

Weapons
Characters keep a shooting and melee weapon on the left
side of their character sheet. These are the weapons that are
ready and will be used in a combat. The player can change
these weapons with others in their inventory at any time in
the game, aside from combat. As soon as a shooting or
melee die is rolled, the combat has started and weapons
cannot be changed.
EQUIPMENT

3 XP

6 XP

The player may either fight combat opponents or run away
from them. The player needs to declare whether they are
going to evade or engage in combat after they reveal the encounter card. Players may evade once per encounter drawn.

COST

+1

THE CAGE FIGHTER

FIGHT OR EVADE

3 XP

0

2

3

2

1 2345

SPEED

4

1 2345

STRENGTH

3

1 2345

MELEE

5

1 2345

SHOOTING

2

1 2345

HEALTH

H

MORALE

M

1/2

2/3

3/4

3/5

2

SUPPLY

5

MIND

STARTING ITEMS
Baseball Bat with Nails
Flare
Painkillers
Food x 4
Bandages
Play at any time out of combat.
Discard to heal
Cumulative with rest recovery.
Play at any time out of combat.
INVENTORY

=
MELEE WEAPON

MELEE WEAPON

Starting/Max Health =

The player rolls a six sided die (D6) and adds their Speed to
the roll including modifiers for skills and equipment. The
same is done for the enemy or group of enemies, using the
Speed of the fastest enemy in the case of a group, added to
the D6.

ACTIVE WEAPONS

1

ACTIVE FOLLOWERS

Mutation (ignore empty scars)
1-2: no effect
3-4: you may turn.
5 : you immediately turn.

Active Weapon

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

EQUIPMENT

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

FOLLOWERS

Starting/Max Morale =

Hand Axe

HUNGER

+ 3 hard / 5 easy

H
M

+ 3 hard / 5 easy

SKILLS

WEAPONS

1
Machette

H
M

M

M

Non-Active Weapon

Combat
If a combat encounter is drawn and you choose to stand and
fight (or have failed an evade attempt) combat is entered.
Combat is made up of a single shooting round and up to
three melee rounds. Shooting comes first. If you failed an
evade roll or if the enemy has certain skills that negate it, you
might not have a shooting round at all.

If the player rolls higher than the enemy that particular encounter is evaded. The encounter is placed in a discard pile.
A new encounter card is drawn immediately, and this second
one is faced without the possibility to evade (unless a skill or
equipment card states otherwise).
If they roll equal to or less than the enemy, they are caught
and combat starts immediately. As they have been caught
fleeing, all enemies having a ranged attack immediately roll
it, but the character foregoes ranged combat. Combat then
moves into melee phase with the player rolling only a single
dice in the first round of combat.

7

Shooting
You may choose to shoot or hold your fire to conserve ammo.
If you choose to shoot, you will need to expend ammo. Every
weapon has an indicated ammo count for it to be used.

Every shot that hits scores a point of damage on the opponents after armour is taken into consideration. If an entity is
killed before it can shoot due to having lower speed, than it’s,
erm… dead. If two or more entities with equal speed shoot
at each other, they both roll dice and results are applied
simultaneously. Yep, wild west shoot-out moment – both die.

RANGED WEAPON

Note that defence dice are not used to avoid shooting
damage, they only apply in melee combat.

Flemming Model 10

Splitting Fire
Players may also split their dice on several enemies. To do
this, the player chooses the enemies to be attacked before
the roll. A die is discarded for each enemy to be attacked after
the first. The player then rolls the dice and may assign each
die to different previously chosen enemies. The player may
still choose to assign dice to a single enemy after the roll.

1
Shotgun

=
=

Melee
After the shooting round is over all combatants enter into
melee combat. Melee combat is simultaneous. Melee combat runs for 3 rounds and then ends. This is a summary of a
combat round:

eg. Shotgun consumes two ammunition cubes

Discard these before shooting. Enemies have unlimited
ammo cause they’re magical creatures from the land of
ammo-trees. The entity (you or one of your enemies) that has
the highest speed shoots first. If more than one entity has
equal speed then shooting occurs simultaneously. A shooting round simulates a firefight not just a single shot. The
player decides which enemy they will shoot at, but minions
must be shot at first. Some enemies have special targeting
rules that take precedence over this rule.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Compare melee skill levels
Both sides roll combat and defence dice and resolve
Damage is dealt
If One combatant from both sides still stands and it
is the first or second round of combat, another round
starts – go to 1, otherwise go to 6.
5. If both sides still stand at the end of round 3, the
combat ends. The player does not get XP for the
surviving enemies, but keeps the XP for those they
have killed.

The character’s Shooting Skill gives player a number of shooting dice. Consult the table below:
6 XP

COST

+1

PONS

MIND

2

3

SUPPLY

5

1 2345

STARTING ITEMS
Baseball Bat with Nails
Flare
Painkillers
Food x 4

Shooting Skill 1/2 2/3 3/4 3/5
SPEED
Position
1 –4 0 shooting
1 2 3dice
45
Position 2 – 1 shooting dice
3
STRENGTH
1 2 3dice
45
Position
3 - 2 shooting
Position
4 -53 shooting dice
MELEE
1 2345
Position 5 - 3 shooting dice + Marksman ability
SHOOTING

2

1 2345

1.Compare melee skill levels
In melee combat both sides roll a base 3 melee dice, modified
by the relative skill levels of combatants.

INVENTORY

=

• If both sides have equal melee skill, they both roll 3
melee dice.
• If one combatant has a higher melee skill than their
opponent they roll 4 dice, while the opponent rolls
the usual 3.
• If the player is facing more than 1 opponent the
opponent gains a single die (no matter how many
enemies are facing the player).

To these add the shooting dice level of the weapon indicated
on HEALTH
the card.H Roll them
a nice
2 3all4out5in 6
7 big
8 barrage.
9 10 This is
what they mean:
Starting/Max Health =

+ 3 hard / 5 easy

SKILLS

EQUIPMENT

MORALE

LOWERS

ignore empty scars)
ect
ay turn.
mediately turn.

2

0

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

M

Starting/Max Morale =

Cause 1
HUNGER

WEAPONS

FOLLOWERS

+ 3 hard / 5 easy

H

with this die.

M

M

H

M

M

Cause 1 with this die if the weapon has a modified range of 2 or more.
Cause 1 with this die if the weapon has a modified range of 3 or more.
Special! - Consult the weapon card to see the
effect of this result.
Skill shot – count as if you have the appropriate
class of weapon expert skill or if you have the marksman skill. If you have both the player deals
miss – this shot misses.

Aside from these, characters with a speed of 4 may choose to
swap red melee dice for green defence dice. Players with a
speed of 4 may swap 1 die whilst players with a speed of 5
may swap up to 2. This choice may be done before any of the
3 melee rounds,
so players may use different dice configura+1
STARTING ITEMS
tions to suit the situation.
that3
the4
[shield] on
defence
2Note
MIND
Baseball Bat with Nails
1 2
1/2
2/3
3/4 5
3/5
Flare
dice are also immune to the negative effects of certain
enemy
Painkillers
SPEED
4
skills such as Breaker.
1 2 3 4 5 Food x 4

3 XP

THE CAGE FIGHTER

3 XP

8

3 XP

6 XP

COST

0

2

3

5

STRENGTH

3

1 2345

MELEE

5

1 2345

SHOOTING

2

1 2345

SUPPLY

INVENTORY

=

2. Roll combat and defence dice simultaneously.

, additionally all block results

Melee Dice:

Warrior –counts as a 1
ability.

=
=

if you have the warrior
Multiple Combatants
In the case where the player faces 2 or more enemies the
player chooses which enemy to attack first. Enemies get an
additional as long as there is more than one left standing.
Resolve one round of melee for each enemy before moving
on to the second and third rounds. Note that combat effects
from an enemy in a round effect the player against all enemies in that round. So a reduction to 2 melee dice due to a
Netboy’s net attack is suffered by the player against both the
Netboy and his Pinhead buddy, even if the Netboy is killed
first.

die of the defender’s choice.

Attack
Critical Attack – 1 with an additional
that remains in play.

per dice

Special– refer to the weapon card to determine
result.
Defence Dice:

WINNING COMBAT

Miss – the die is discarded
Block – removes 1

.

Fist as melee weapon:

Miss – the die is discarded

Block – removes 1

count as misses

Some cards have instructions related to winning combat situations. Winning here means that the character is alive (1HP+)
and all enemy combatants are dead.

die of the defender’s choice.

Attack

EXPERIENCE POINTS (XP)

Special– refer to the weapon card to determine
result.

Characters improve during the game by surviving combat
and other challenging narrative encounters (indicated on the
respective card). Every enemy that the character kills in combat yields 1 XP. Narrative encounters yield XP if the encounter
card states as such. Minions killed also yield 1 XP. Players
keep the encounter cards under the indicated section of their
character sheet. You can exchange XP in the following manner at any time out of combat:

• Remove all (unless a special rule indicates otherwise).
• Next, for each present on attack and defence dice,
remove from the opponent. Attack results include
any dice that would cause an Attack depending
on skills, abilities and weapons. The opponent can
choose which attack result to remove. In the case of
enemies, remove / first, then any and then .
• Next compare the number of dice remaining with
Attack results. The side with the highest number
of Attack dice remaining inflicts damage on the
opponent. The winner does not receive damage. If
the scores are tied both combatants deal damage to
each other simultaneously.

+1

6 XP: Increase a single stat (Strength, Speed, Mind, Melee or
Shooting skill). Note that Mind and Strength increases bump
up Morale and Health respectively.

• The damage inflicted = the damage of the weapon
(see weapon card) + Wounds from attack dice +
Strength bonus (Str 4 = +1, Str 5 = +2).
Damage is dealt. If one side still stands repeat the round
again. Note that Critical Attacks cause 1 damage per critical die roll that is not blocked. Special results have varying
results depending on the weapon being used. Some special
results cause Attacks, while others cause a miss but extra
damage. The latter are kept in play but only take effect if the
one that rolled the result wins or ties the round. Unless
results have a on their cards, they do not contribute to the
number of results scored this turn.

3 XP: Draw 2 skills from the skill deck, keep one and discard
the other one.

3 XP: Remove a scar card of your choice.
Discard XP cards once exchanged.

If either side in a combat does not have a weapon, they may
use their fists. Use a 1 damage weapon with a miss for a
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TESTS

When a card requires a test against one of your stats you roll
a single D6 and compare it to the relevant stat level. A
Re-roll rule:
No single dice can be re-rolled more than once, for any reason. If I roll a miss
and 2 hits on a shooting roll, for example, and I then re-roll the miss with a
Crackshot skill. If I roll a second miss, I cannot re-roll it with a red-dot sight
attached to the respective weapon.
speed test, for example would roll a D6 and compare it to the
Speed stat. If the result is equal to or below your stat level
the test is successful, if the result is higher than the stat score
the test is failed.

combat with players through an Attack! Mutant action card.
Most other traits directly effect one of the mutant action
cards.
Whether the player switches to the mutant side voluntarily or
because they are forced to due to their complement of scar
cards, they do so in the Mutant Player Action phase.
1-Remove skills and equipment.
2-Discard empty scar cards and lay others in front of the mutating player.
3-Modify your stats by the figures indicated on the scar cards.

TRADING

After all actions are resolved players may trade with each other, regardless of the action they have taken. They may only
trade with each other if they are on the same terrain type. No
trade can happen between players while they occupy a special tile, unless that special tile states as much. Players may
use their starting flare or other items/skills that allow them to
break the matching tile rule. Trading is done simultaneously.
Players may haggle and compete over items at leisure. There
is no restriction on trading aside from inventory space. A
player may not break the rules for inventory or armour carrying at any time during the trade.
Items in the players’ hand may be traded as well as those in
play. However, items received from a trade need to be put
in play. They may not be placed in the players hand.

MUTANT PLAYER ACTIONS
Mutant players now take their turn. Mutant actions that have
been declared and placed down in front of the mutant player
are played if the card indicates they are played in the Mutant Player Action phase. Only one mutant action card may
be played per mutant player per turn. If the mutant player
declared an action that is not playable (because, for example,
players have moved on from the target terrain indicated on
the card) the action for this turn is lost. They then replenish
their mutant action cards up to their maximum (usually 3).
TURNING MUTANT

Certain situations in the game require players to take scar
cards. If a character takes any amount of wounds in melee
combat with mutants they immediately take a scar card. A
player does not take more than one scar card per combat.
If the character has 3 or 4 scar cards with mutations listed on
them they can either suppress their mutant side and remain
human, or they can give in to the call of the evolved and turn
mutant. On the 5th non-empty scar card they are forced to
switch to the mutant side. Players may not turn mutant voluntarily if there is only one other player left – they will thus
only turn when they reach 5 mutations.
Scar cards can be empty – they have no effect on the character. If they have a mutation listed this will effect one of their
stats as well as giving them a positive or negative trait. Some
of these traits are weapons that can be used when entering

MUTATION

MUTATION

MUTATION

+

+-

-

Huge Eyes

Bone Protrusions

Bone Protrusions

Weapon
Lethal - Block counts
as special hit.

Weapon
Lethal - Block counts
as special hit.

=

=

eg. + 1 speed, -1 strength

eg. - 1 melee

You may discard 2 cards
instead of 1 when playing a
Tactics action.

eg. + 1 mind

4-Draw 3 mutant action cards (see below).
5-Miss the rest of this turn.
MUTANT ACTION CARDS

Mutant players draw a hand of 3 mutant action cards upon
turning. Some scar card abilities grant more or less cards.
1 mutant action card can be played in a single turn. Unless
otherwise noted on the card itself mutant action cards are
played in the Mutant Player Action phase in clockwise order.
Mutant players may confer with each other about which
actions to play on whom. The same type of action cannot be
played on the same human player more than once in a turn.
In the case of actions that are played in reaction to human
actions the mutant closest to the human player plays first.
At the end of the Mutant Player Action phase, mutant players
replenish their hands back up to their maximum. If they are
already at their maximum complement at the end of the
Mutant Player Action phase (ie they did not play action cards
in the previous turn), they may discard one card and draw
another.

DEATH AND DEPRESSION
Death: When Health reaches 0 or less you are unconscious.
Move your character to the starting tile, gain 1 food and 1
health. You may exchange any remaining morale for health.
Replenish your hunger track to maximum. You can camp here
and regain your strength or rush off and die again. Apart
from this, take 2 scar cards every time you die.
Depression: When Morale reaches 0 you have lost the will
to go on. Move your character to the starting tile and gain 1
food and 1 morale. You may exchange any remaining health
for morale. Replenish your hunger track to maximum. You
can camp here and regain your wits or rush off and die again.
Apart from this, take 2 scar cards every time you die.
If you exhaust both health and morale simultaneously, you
start off with 1 in each. Yes, it’s going to be a long hard road
to recovery.
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Game End and Winning
The game ends when a human player completes their 10th
journey point OR when all the players have turned into mutants. The round continues until all players have taken their
turn. If more than one player completes the final journey
point consult the chart below to break ties:
Followers: +1 Journey Points per follower.
Hunger: -1 Journey Point per cube removed from the hunger track.
Experience: +2 Journey Points per stat increase and +1 Journey Point per skill increase or equivalent in XP points.
Scars: -1 per scar card with a mutation on it.
If two or more players are still tied, then the one with the
most tiles in play (explored and not).

Mutant win: you do not win as an individual, but as a
collective team. Mutants win if they manage to stop all the
survivors from completing 10 journey points by turning them
into mutants.

VARIANTS
Easy mode
The game allows for play in hard and easy mode. The full
game intended by the designer is in hard mode however if
you find that to be too punishing, you can play the game in
easy mode by adding 5 to your health and morale during
setup instead of 3.
Short Version
The full version of the game should be played until 10
journey points, however you can play a shorter version by
skipping the blue spots on the journey track.

Rules Summary & Symbol Summary overleaf
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RULES SUMMARY
MARKERS

6 Grey – Inventory markers (Fill according to equipment and weapon slots)
5 Natural – Stat markers (Place according to character stats)
10 Green – Health markers (Fill health with Strength +3 and discard extras)
10 Orange – Morale markers (Fill morale with Mind+3 and discard extras)
4 Red – Hunger markers (Fill the whole meter)
7 White – Food markers
Black – Ammo markers
CHARACTER CREATION: (PRE-MADE CHARACTERS SEE RULES.)

Stats
10 points to spread on the stats.
All stats start at position 2 which is free. Cost of stats on Character sheet.
Health = Strength + 5 Morale = Mind + 5
Skills
Mind/Speed 1-2: Draw 1 mind/speed skills and keep 1.
Mind/Speed 3: Draw 2 mind/speed skills and keep 1.
Mind/Speed 4: Draw 3 mind/speed skills and keep 1.
Mind/Speed 5: Draw 3 mind/speed skills and keep 2.
Take 7 food markers.
Buy weapons or items (cost 1 or 2 food)
Buy Ammo (cost 1 food for every 2 ammo)
GAME SEQUENCE

1.Event Resolution
2.Eating
3.Declare Action
a.Camp & Trade
b.Forage
c.Scout
d.Move, explore & mutant players
4. Trade
5.End Turn

Starting player only.
All players simultaneously.
All players simultaneously
All Players simultaneously.
Players in clockwise order.
Players in clockwise order.
Players in clockwise order.
Players on same terrain.

COMBAT

1.One evade try.
2.One ranged attack (both sides if any)
3. THREE melee rounds till one of the sides is defeated.
Evade
Draw encounter card then choose fight or evade.
Compare (D6 + speed + modifiers) of player and fastest enemy.
If player total is higher discard encounter and draw another. (No evade is possible
this time)
If same or lower player forgoes ranged attack and rolls only 1 dice on his first melee
round.
Ranged
There is only one round of shooting.
Declare shooting and weapon. Deduct ammo according to weapon card.
Compare player and enemy speed. Highest speed shoots first. If opponent is still
alive and has a ranged weapon, then they shoot next.
If equal, shooting occurs simultaneously and both score damage.
Declare target. Minions must be targeted before leaders.
Rolls no of dice on shooting stat plus no of dice on weapon.
No of hits equal damage after deducting armour rolls.

[Skilled hits] only count if character has a Marksman shooting level or Weapon
Expertise Skill.
Splitting fire – reduce one die per extra enemy target before rolling.
Melee
Compare melee skill levels.
Highest rolls 4 dice, lowest rolls 3 dice. If equal both roll 3 dice.
Add dice from modifiers. Opponent gets one extra die if minion present.
Roll any defense dice instead of melee dice.
Resolve damage by comparing die results.
Apply damage on both sides after deducting any armour rolls.
If damage is from a mutant – take a scar card. Only one per combat.
Repeat if at least one combatant on each side is still standing up to 3 rounds.
Keep cards with [ ] as XP if enemy is defeated.
MUTATING

During Mutant phase:
With 3 or 4 scar cards with mutations, player can turn.
On 5th scar card with mutations player has to turn.
Remove skills and equipment.
Discard empty scar cards and turn mutations face up.
Modify stats according to scar cards.
Draw 3 mutant action cards.
Miss the rest of current turn.
Mutant Actions
Player action phase: Select mutant action for this round and place card face down.
Mutant action phase: Play mutant action card if possible (only one)
Same type of action cannot be played by other mutants on the same player in the
same turn.
Replenish mutant action cards up to max (usually 3)
DEATH AND DEPRESSION

When Health reaches 0: Move to the starting tile, gain 1 food and 1 health and lose
1 journey point. You may exchange any remaining morale for health.
When Morale reaches 0: Move to the starting tile and gain 1 food and 1 morale and
lose 1 journey point. You may exchange any remaining health for morale.
In both cases: Take 2 scar cards.
If you exhaust both health and morale simultaneously, you start off with 1 in each.
GAME END

Human Player reaches 10th journey point. All other players take their turn.
In case of a tie: add 1 point per follower and 1point per 5XPs (even if spent).
Remove 1 point per mutation scar and 1 point per hunger cube removed.
If still tied then the one with most tiles in play wins.
Mutants win if everyone is turned into a mutant.

[?] consult weapon card for more info
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SYMBOL SUMMARY
Mind Stat

Gain / lose a scar card

Speed Stat

Amount of inventory slots used

Strength Stat

Block

Melee Stat

Miss

Shooting Stat

Melee success

Health

Melee success if skilled

Morale

Melee success plus one damage

Experience points (XP)

Knockdown attack

Camping

Net attack

Scouting

Special (See weapon or encounter card)

Foraging

Range damage if skilled

Movement/Exploration

11

Range one / On die: One damage if weapon range
one or more

Shooting die

2

Range two / On die: One damage if weapon range
two or more

Defense die

3

Range three / On die: One damage if weapon range
three or more

Melee die

Damage

Die 6 (D6)

Only melee damage

Rural terrain

Only range damage

Urban terrain

Damage with scar (Take scar card)

Mountainous terrain

+ 1

Add 1 minion (human) to combat

Wilderness terrain

+ 1

Add 1 minion (mutant) to combat

Food

Follower (If encounter succesful, pay one food to
take a follower card unless instructed otherwise)

Ammunition

Encounter zone

Equipment cards

Safe zone (Do not eat plus camping bonuses)

Combat cards

Dead zone (Gives no journey points)

Skill cards

Seasonal event

Supply Cards

3

Number of players

Do not spend ammunition

Food cube (Superceded by counters)

Cannot forage

Ammunition cube (Superceded by counters)
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